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Abslrtlel: /lIIellgrmlu: Newsletters are marketed to physicians to provide a concise, accurate, and timely 
overview of die medicailiterature. The goal of dlese newsletters seems to be to present information dud can 
be a suitable subsdtute for reading die original article. 1be purpose of dlis paper is to describe and evaluate 
newsletters perdnent to family physicians. 

Methods: Newsletters appropriate for family physicians were selected by coUec:ting newsletter 
advertisements and by searching newsletter directories. A 3-lOOndi sample and perdnent data were coUec:ted 
&om die publishers. Evaluadon criteria Included accuracy and cOIllpleteness of die abs1nc1s, scope of 
coverage of die medicailiterature, and relevance of article sources. 

Resfllls: Eight newsletters were collected and evaluated. Accuracy was high for the evaluated abs1nc1s. 
Abstract cOIllpleteness averaged only 70 percent (range 55 percent to 92 percent). The type and source of 
abstracted articles varied widely SIDOng die newsletters. 

CmrelflSlml: Newsletters available to family physicians vary widely; personal evaluadon should supplement 
die results of die evaluation. (J Am Board Fam Prac:t 1992; 5:573-79.) 

More than 2 million articles are published yearly 
in> 20,000 biomedical journals. 1 Fortunately for 
most family physicians who find it physically and 
mentally impossible to read this material, much of 
this information is redundant, too preliminary to 
warrant changes in clinical practice, or irrelevant 
to this specialty.2 

Nevertheless, keeping abreast of medical litera
ture clinically applicable to family practice is a 
daunting task. Even were there enough hours in 
the day to read and to evaluate journal articles, the 
limited availability of the actual material would 
hamper the clinician's efforts. The widespread 
distribution of applicable articles among the 
many medical journals available makes it physi
cally, if not financially, impossible to locate and 
retrieve pertinent material. Full-text computer
ized databases, which can enhance availability, are 
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associated with substantial expense of time and 
money. 

Perhaps as an outgrowth of the explosion of 
new information, as well as an increased reliance 
on reading journals as the primary means of con
tinuing education,2-6 several newsletters are mar
keted to provide the physician with a concise, 
accurate, and timely overview of the medical lit
erature. Most newsletters contain abstracts with 
or without associated commentary by the edi
tor(s). Although the articles or abstracts are 
clearly referenced, the goal of these newsletters 
seems to be to present information that can be a 
suitable substitute for reading the original article, 
rather than to act as a guide to pertinent clinical 
studies. If, then, newsletters are read instead of 
the original articles, the scope, accuracy, com
pleteness, timeliness, and potential bias should be 
formally evaluated to determine reliability of this 
source of information. No published studies exist 
that evaluate these aspects of newsletters. The 
purpose of this paper is to describe an evaluation 
of newsletters pertinent to family physicians. 

Methods 
NeflJSletNr Selectl6rt 
Newsletters suitable for this evaluation were se
lected by several means. Subscription advertise-
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ments received by the family physicians partici
pating in this project were collected. Additional 
newsletters were found by searching the Oxbridge 
Direaory ofNewsletters,7 Newsletters in Print,S and 
Medical and Health Gare Books and Serials in Print,9 
using the index terms "medicine," "family medi
cine," and "internal medicine." 

Eligible newsletters were those that contained 
abstracts and pertained to either internal medi
cine, family medicine, or therapeutics. N ews
letters focusing on other specialties and those 
distributed without charge (e.g., from pharma
ceutical manufacturers) were not included. Also 
not included in this evaluation were newsletters 
that reviewed only one topic, such as The Medical 
Letter and Primary Gare Reports. 

The publisher of each newsletter included in 
the survey was contacted to request samples and 
to obtain cost and ordering information. Samples 
of newsletters published in February, March, and 
Apri11991 were requested. 

B"IIIf11111on Process 
The evaluation of the newsletters focused on sev
eral aspects that would make them valuable to 
family physicians. If a newsletter is to substitute 
for broad reading of the medical literature, it must 
be accurate and complete. In addition, it must 
report the important clinical developments in 
medicine that are relevant to family practice. We 
therefore evaluated each newsletter for accuracy, 
completeness, scope of coverage, and relevance to 
family practice. 

Accuracy and completeness were evaluated by 
comparing the information in selected abstracts 
with the original article. One abstract was ran
domly chosen from each issue of the monthly 
newsletters published in February, March, and 
April 1991 ; for biweekly newsletters, one abstract 
was randomly chosen from the first issue pub
lished in each of these months. Editorials, re
views, and news articles were not included. 

The corresponding article referenced by each 
abstract was obtained, and the article and abstract 
were compared. Accuracy was assessed by com
paring the numeric data presented in the abstract 
with the data presented in the original article. 

Completeness was evaluated by comparing the 
content of the abstracts with the information pre
sented in the original article. The recently pub
lished guidelines for more informative abstracts 
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of clinical articles, l as revised by Haynes, et aI.,10 
werel.!ied(Table 1). These guidelines consist of 
18 criteria deemed necessary to evaluate the valid
ity of a clinical investigation. Completeness was 
assessed by comparing the number of criteria 
present in the sample of abstracts with the num
ber of criteria present in the original articles. If at 
least five of the 18 criteria for evaluation of com
pleteness were not present in the original article, 
the article and abstract were discarded, and the 
nearest neighbor in the randomization process 
was selected. 

The scope of coverage of the medical literature 
was also evaluated. Three samples of each news
letter were evaluated to determine the type of 
articles abstracted. Articles were categorized as non
clinical or other studies, case reports, reviews or 
editorials (which also included meta-analysis), 
and controlled clinical trials. The nonclinical or 
other studies included case series, retrospective 
studies, studies of prognosis, studies describing basic 
pharmacology or pathophysiology, surveys, de
scriptive reports, and economic evaluation studies. 

Relevance to family practice was evaluated by 
separating the medical literature into four catego
ries (Table 2): (1) family practice specialty litera
ture, (2) high-impact medical journals, (3) core 
specialty journals relevant to family practice, and 

1'IIbIe 1. CrIterIa for I!ftIUldOll of Compietellea •• 

Content Area Completeness Criteria 

Study design Statement of objective 
Statement of research design 
Duration of follow-up 

Setting of study Number of patients in trial 
Number of dropouts or reasons 

specified 
Method of patient selection stated 

Interventions Statement of exact treatment or 
intervention 

Method of intervention (name[sl of 
drug if applicable) 

Route(s) of administration (if ap
plicable) 

Dose(s) of drug(s) (if applicable) 
Duration of intervention 

Outcome measurements Endpoints stated 
Quantitative results given 
Adverse reactions mentioned, if any 

Statistics stated P value 
Confidence interval 
Sensitivity, specificity, or likelihood 

ratio 
Power 

* Adapted from the A1I1III1s oflnterntJ/ Medicine, Haynes, et al.1,10 
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(4) other journals that did not fit into the first 
three categories. 

High-impact journals were defined as those 
containing articles that consistently influence 
medical care as measured by the number of times 
the articles published in each journal are sub
sequently cited in other reports. II We arbitrarily 
chose the 15 most frequently cited journals as 
high-impact journals for the purposes of this 
study, because citation rates declined quickly after 
this cutoff. 

The list of relevant specialty literature was de
rived by first examining the required rotations in 
specialty areas for family practice residency re
quirements,12 Major clinical research journals 
representing work in each of these specialties 
were listed using as our base the holdings of our 
community hospital library. 

Results 
Newsletter DeserlptiMIs 
Nine newsletters were found that met the criteria 
for evaluation. Samples were obtained for eight; 
the ninth, Family Practice Alert, is no longer pub
lished. The characteristics of the eight news
letters are presented in Table 3. Four newsletters 
are published monthly, and four are published 
every 2 weeks. Costs for the newsletter alone 
(without continuing education credit) range from 
$27 to $96 for a I-year subscription. Continuing 
medical education credit is available from three 
newsletters at an additional cost of$30 to $50 per 
year for 12 to 25 category I credits. 

The format and content of the newsletters 
are quite different. Physicians' Drug Alert, Drug 
Alerts for Internal MedU;ine, Internal Medicine Alert, 
The Family Practice Newsletter, and The Ambula
tory Medicine Letter contain extensive abstracts. 
These abstracts are generally followed by a com
mentary section, designed to place the abstract
ed article in context with other medical literature 
on the topic. The commentary sections in Internal 
Medicine Alert are quite extensive. In addition, 
The Ambulatory Medicine Letter also includes a 
Conclusion/Critique section that critically ap
praises the study. Physicians' Drug Alert frequently 
quotes and references results from other related 
studies. 

Medical Sciences Bulletin has several different 
sections in addition to abstracts, including reviews 
of newly approved drugs, reviews of clinical trials, 

Table z.Jolll'lllll CItepIes for DetermIaI .. We9IIIICe lIO...oy 
PnIcdce. 

Family practice specialty literature 
Joumm ofF_iIy PrlKtice 
Americtm Ftmlily PhyMim 
Joumm of the AmericJm Bo.tJ ofF-iIJ PrlKtice 
FtmliIyPr~R~unbJoumm 
Ftmlily Metlicim 

High-impact journals 
TbeLlmm 
Tbe Nt'W England Joumm of Medicine 
Britisb MedicIIJ Jo-I 
JAMA 
Annills of InterrllJl Medicine 
Americtm Joumm of Meditine 
PnKtedings of the &Kitty for &peri1Irmtill Biology lind Medicine 
Art:biv~ of Intemm Metlicim 
Actil Medicll SCIIndinllTJitll 
Deutsche Mediziniscbe Wocbmscbrift 
MediCIII JoumIJI of Austrilu 
ClI7IIIditm Met/ictli AssociIImm JOU1'IJIII 
Medicine 
Americtm Joumm of the MediCIII Scimc~ 
Nouveik Prrsse Medictllt 

Core specialty joumals 
Americtm Hurt Jo-I 
Americtm Joumm of CtmlitJwgy 
Americtm Joumm ofDisus~ ofCbildrm 
Americtm Joumm of Emergency Medicine 
Americtm Joumm of Obstetrics lind Gynttowgy 
Americtm Joumm of Opbthllltrwwgy 
Americtm Joumm ofPrycbilltry 
Americtm Joumm ofSurgrry 
Annills of Emergency Medicine 
Annills of Surgrry 
Art:biv~ ofDtmttltowgy 
Arcbiv~ of Neurology 
Art:biv~ of Opbtbtllmowgy 
Arcb~ of OtoItIryngoiogy 
Art:biv~ of Surgrry 
Cbm 
CimJlltion 
Clinictll Obstetrics lind Gynecology 
Critittll CtIrr Medicine 
Ditlbet~ 

Ditlbet~ CtIrr 
GeritItrics 
]oumIJI ofPtdilltrics 
Joumm of the AmericJm ColItgr of Crio/()gy 
Joumm of the Americtm GeritItria Society 
Joumm of Urology 
Morbidity lind MortIIIity Weekly Repqrt 
Neurology 
Obstetrics lind Gynecology 
Orthoptdia 
Pedilltrics 
QIIIIrttrly ]oumIJI of Metlicim 
Southern Medictll Joumm 

Other journals 
Any joumal not listed above 
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'DIble 3. Cllancterisdcs of the Newaletterl. 

Number Cost 

Newsletter Address and Telephone 
ofIssues per CME* 
per Year Year (5) Credits 

Year
End 

Index 

Abstracts 
or 

Articles 

Number 
of 

Pages 

Average 
Number of 
Abstracts 

or Articles 

Pbysicilms'Drug 
AIertt 

MJ. Powers & Co. 
374 Millburn Ave. 
Millburn, NJ 07041 
201-467-4556 

Medical Sciences Phannaceutical 
Bulletin Information Assoc., Ltd. 

2761 Trenton Road 
Levittown, PA 19056 
215 -949-0490 

Cliniad AbstrllCtr/ Harvey Whitney Books 
CU7Tmt Thera- P.O. Box 42696 
peutic Finding,r Cincinnati, OH 45242 

513-793-3555 

]ourn/II m,tch Journal Watch 
P.O. Box 9085 
Waltham, MA 02254-9085 
800-843-6356 

Internal Medicine American Health Consultants 
AIm Bldg 6, Suite 400 

3525 Piedmont Road, NE 
Adanta, GA 30305 
800-688-2421 

The AmbultJtury ).B. Lippincott Co. 
Medicine Letter Downsville Pike 

The Family 
Practice 
Newsletter 

Drug Alerts for 
Internal 
Medicintf 

Route 3, Box 20-B 
Hagerstown, MD 21740 
800-638-3030 

Family Practice 
Residency Program 
P.O. Box 669 
Mt. Gretna, PA 17064 
717 -964-1861 

MJ. Powers & Co. 
m Millburn Ave. 
Millburn, NJ 07041 
201-467-4556 

*CME - continuing medical education. 

12 53 

12 27 

12 32 

24 89 

24 96 

24 79 

24 49 

12 55 

No Yes Both 

No Yes Both 

8 

8 

15 

11 (plus news, 
reviews) 

No Yes Abstracts 8 64 

Yes 
(+90) 

Yes 
(+75) 

Yes 
(+31) 

Yes 

No 

(periodic) 

Yes Abstracts 8 28 (plus brief 
synopsis of 

review articles) 

Yes Abstracts 4* plus 4* 

Yes Abstracts 
with 

comments 

Yes Abstracts 
with 

comments 

Yes Abstracts 
with 

comments 

comments 

4 4 

4 11 

8 15 

t Pbysicitms' Drug AIm and Drug Alerts for Internal Medicine have been combined into Pri11lllry Cllre Medicine Drug Alerts, available from 
the same address. 
*At the time of the evaluation; it is now 8 pages and contains more abstracts. 

and a Focus On section, which reviews a group of 
recent articles on a particular subject. Other peri
odic features include Conference Highlights, 
Toxicology, Biotechnology Notes, and Therapeu
tic Frontiers. 

Journal Watch and Clinical Abstracts/Current 
Therapeutic Findings contain only abstracts and, 
as a result, cover many more articles than the 
other newsletters, an average of 28 abstracts per 
month in Journal Watch and 64 abstracts per 
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month in Clinical Abstracts/Current Therapeutic 
Findings versus an average of 10 per month in the 
remaining newsletters. The Journal Watch ab
stracts are generally three or four paragraphs, 
whereas the abstracts of Clinical Abstracts/Current 
Therapeutic Findings are usually only a few lines. 

BvtlllUllion 
Four abstracts originally selected for evaluation 
were discarded because the original article cited did 
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Drug Alerts lor Internal _ 

Internal Medicine Alert 

The AmbulalOry MedIcIne Loner 

Medical Sciencaa Bulletin 

Clinical __ 

CUrrant Therapeutic Findings. 

Journal WalCh 

o 20 40 80 80 

Percent Complete 

Figure 1. Clinical ewluation: percentage of criteria 
appearing in abstract. 

100 

not contain at least five of the required 18 criteria 
for evaluation. The neighboring abstracts in the 
randomization were chosen, maintaining three 
abstracts for evaluation from each newsletter. 

Overall, accuracy was high for the abstracts 
evaluated. Data-reporting errors were found in 
two of the 24 evaluated abstracts (8.3 percent). An 
abstract in Medical Sciences Bulletin reported a dose 
of cholestyramine as 24 "mg" instead of 24 "g", 
and Clinical AbstraaslCutTent Therapeutic Finding.r 
contained one abstract that reported three incor
rect pharmacokinetic values. 

The ranking of the newsletters by evaluation of 
completeness is shown in Figure 1. On average, 
the newsletter abstracts presented 70 percent of 
the required information available in the original 
article. Physicians' Drug Alert contained the great
est percentage of information (92 percent), whereas 
Journal Watch had the least, with only an average of 
55 percent of the required information from the 
original article present in the abstract. The other 
newsletters ranged from 65 percent to 80 percent, 
with a median value of about 70 percent. 

The newsletters differed markedly with re
gard to the scope of coverage of the medical lit
erature (Table 4). Controlled clinical trials, per
haps the most conclusive form of medical 
evidence, were not well-represented in any of the 
newsletters. Coverage of controlled clinical trials 
ranged from 18.6 percent of the abstracts in the 
Physicians' Drug Alert to 44 percent in Internal 
Medicine Alert. 

Reviews, meta-analyses, and editorials were 
largely ignored by most newsletters, although 
Medical Sciences Bulletin and The Family Practice 

Newsletter contained reviews and editorials writ
ten by their editorial staffs. 

Case reports accounted for none of the articles 
abstracted in The Ambu/.atory Medicine Letter and 
only 2.4 percent (n = 2) of the articles summarized 
in Journal Watch. On the other hand, more than 
25 percent (n = 51) of Clinical Abstraasl 
CUtTent Therapeutic Findings and nearly 40 per
cent (n = 18) of Drug Alerts for Internal Medicine 
consisted of abstracts of single cases. Abstracts of 
nonclinical or other studies made up a large pro
portion of several newsletters; for example, 72.3 
percent of the contents of Journal Watch and 56.2 
percent of the articles in Medical Sciences Bulletin 
were in this category. 

We also found a disparity in the sources of 
abstracted articles. The Ambulatory Medicine Let
ter, Journal Watch, Internal Medicine Alert, and The 
Family Practice Newsletter abstracted many articles 
from journals we judged to be pertinent to family 
practice. More than 80 percent of articles ab
stracted in these newsletters were obtained from 
family practice, high-impact, and core specialty 
journals (Figure 2). 

Discussion 
We found in our evaluation of eight news
letters marketed to family physicians that wide 
variations exist as to price, format, scope, and 
content. This finding should be expected - the 

Table 4. Scope of Coverage of die MecIIcaI UterIIture by Perc:eat. 

Controlled Non-
Clinical Review- clinical Case 

Newsletter Trials Editorials Reports Reports 

The Ambulatory 33.3 11.1 55.6 0.0 
Medicine Letter 

CliniCAl Abstracts/ 21.3 2.1 50 26.6 
Current Thera-
peutic Finding,r 

Drug Alertr for 28.3 13.1 19.6 39.1 
Internal Medicine 

The Family Prac- 21.1 13.2 52.6 13.2 
tice Nt'Wsletter 

Internal Medicine 44.0 48.0 8.0 
Alert 

Journal Watch 24.1 1.2 72.3 2.4 

Medical Sciences 31.2 56.2 12.5 
Bulktin 

Physicitms'Drug 18.6 20.9 23.2 37.2 
Alert 
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Joy_WItCh ---
Drug""",,,,,--

PhyoIcIano' Drug _ --Clinical __ 

~~ ThorIpoutIc ~~~:IO;:::==::;:"==IO:;:===IO;:===I'00 

.Famlly Practice Journals • High-Impact Journals 

j[iJ Core Specially Journals 0 Other Journals 

Fipre 2. Soun:es of abstnICts in newsletters. Pertinent 
Journals include lamUy practice, high-impact, and core 
spedaIty Joumals. 

editorial intent of each newsletter is undoubtedly 
different. 

Journal Watch and Clinical Abstracts/Current 
Therapeutic Findings attempt to survey a wide va
riety of medical literature, providing capsule sum
maries of the results. These abstracts quickly pro
vide the information, though the paragraph style 
of Journal Watch is easier to read and comprehend 
than the abrupt style of Clinical Abstracts/Current 
Therapeutic Findings. 

Medical Sciences Bulletin covers a wide variety of 
topics, using news articles, reviews, and abstracts. 
The Family Practice Newsletter is written in a per
sonal style that makes no attempt to hide the 
biases of the editor. 

Two alert newsletters, Drug Alerts for Internal 
Medicine and Physicians' Drug Alert, focus on new 
findings. Almost 40 percent of the reports in each 
of these newsletters were of single cases of adverse 
reactions to drugs. The similarly titled Internal 
Medicine Alert, however, had the highest percent
age of controlled clinical trials, of which more 
than 80 percent were from journals relevant to 
family practice. 

We were surprised to see so few citations from 
family practice literature in the newsletters we 
surveyed. This low representation could reflect 
the editorial thinking that family practice journals 
are widely distributed and that coverage in a 
newsletter is therefore unnecessary. 

The marketing focus used by the publishers 
varies among the newsletters. Every issue of Jour
nat Watch contains the disclaimer that, "Sum
maries ... are not intended for use as the sole basis 
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for clinical treatment nor as a substitute for read
ing the original research." On the other hand, a 
brochure for The Ambulatory Medicine Letter 
seems to suggest otherwise: "No more wading 
through stacks of journals - our experts do it 
FOR you_" We believe the latter quotation prob
ably more accurately represents the marketing of 
most newsletters and the benefit anticipated by 
newsletter readers. Many readers would not have 
the time, inclination, or ability to obtain and read 
the original article, and a newsletter can be an 
alternative means to survey the medical literature 
of importance to family practice. 

Newsletter readers must be assured that the 
abstracts in the newsletter are accurate, complete, 
and represent the important developments occur
ring in medicine. The information presented in 
the abstracts we analyzed was generally accurate, 
though not necessarily complete. An average of 
only 70 percent of the information required to 
evaluate the validity of a study was present in the 
evaluated abstracts. As a result, the reader must 
verify the integrity of the original study based on 
the limited information given in the abstract. Al
ternatively, the reader could obtain the original 
article to review (which seems to defeat the pur
pose of a newsletter) or assume that the editors of 
the newsletter would not select an article that was 
not sound and simply take the information pre
sented at face value. None of these choices seems 
to be optimal. 

There are several limitations to this study. We 
might have missed newsletters of interest to 
family physicians that are not widely marketed. 
We did not include in our evaluation The Medical 
Letter, Primary Care Reports, Pediatric Notes, and 
probably many other useful newsletters that did 
not meet our criteria. We also did not include 
abstracting services in other formats, such as com
puter-based or index card systems. 

Many of our criteria for this study are sub
jective and represent our personal opinions re
garding the valuable components of a news
letter. We did not attempt to evaluate less 
tangible newsletter characteristics, such as de
sign, layout, typography, and readability; these 
factors can greatly influence the usefulness of a 
publication. 

Many publishers of the newsletters sur
veyed are willing to send prospective subscribers 
a sample for evaluation., Personal examination 
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and evaluation to determine the suitability of 
the newsletter for the reader's purpose should 
be used to supplement the results of our evalua
tion of completeness and accuracy in selecting a 
newsletter. 
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